
 
Highline School District #401 

Board Special Meeting  
 

The Highline Public Schools Board of Directors will hold a Board/Cabinet Retreat on Saturday, December 10, 2022, at 

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the Central Office Building located at 15675 Ambaum Blvd SW Burien, WA 98166.  

This meeting can also be viewed at highlineschools.org/boardlivestreams 

Saturday, December 10, 2022, 9:00 a.m. 
 
 
9:00 -9:15 a.m. WELCOME  
 
9:15-11:30 a.m.  

• Listening Tour Feedback  

• Strategic Plan Framing  
 
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. LUNCH  
 
12:00 -1:30 p.m.  

• Street Data Discussion, Cont. (Ch. 6) - Profile of Graduate  

• Strategic Planning Next Steps  
 
1:30-1:45 P.M.  BREAK 
  
1:45-2:30 p.m.  

• Board Policies 
o 1430 – Audience Participation 
o 1240 - Committees 

   
2:30-2:45 p.m.  

• Board meeting scheduling  
 
2:45-3:00 p.m.  

• Reflect on day/Optimistic Closure  

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.highlineschools.org%2Fboardlivestreams&data=04%7C01%7CSharon.Colby%40highlineschools.org%7C669ec7b8299347e83fb808d9e11f6b54%7Ce56e55358e7b44d0bfa81d50833ab846%7C1%7C0%7C637788347331967454%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=fFhkdWIFugWPAiXs5dgtrmMrgLNiA2FgjjGSuqtBlQk%3D&reserved=0


District 1: October 12, 2022 @ Evergreen HS

District 2:  October 10, 2022 @ PSSC

District 3:  October 11, 2022 @ Highline HS

District 4:  October 6, 2022 @ Tyee HS

District 5:  November 1, 2022 @ Mount Rainier HS

Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

4

Heidi, children @ Big Picture

Q1. Promise has been true for our students by having alternative learning experiences like Big 

Picture and CHOICE, it supports a wide range of specific needs, fit needs of my kids better.

Q2. Make sure testing for HiCap is accurate, especially if we have a recommendation from a 

teacher.

Family 

Member

4

Incorporate an inclusive environment especially for parents and grandparents, those involved 

in the children’s life. 

PTO - is not representative of community

Networking - parents can help each other 

Happy with Bow Lake and teachers

Family 

Member

4

Feels not an inclusive community - the schools have worked hard to be inclusive

Work on: HiCAP- would like to hear about vision for the future; Once get in MS/HS not sure 

how kids are going to get the push they need so they don’t drop out of the academic process. 

Not as many educational options in MS

Family 

Member

4
Parent had to move from home, students were welcomed back to HSD - children are now 

happy. Thank you

Family 

Member

4

Glad that student was able to graduate with the seal of biliteracy.

Parents are happy when staff know their child and their children’s strengths.

Work on showing parents the benefit of their children being bilingual when they graduate.

Family 

Member

Regional Community Meetings: Listening Tour Notes

1. How has the Promise been true for our Students?

2. What does the school district need to do to make the Promise true for every student and ensure every 
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

4

Has pulled children out of HSD - not happy. 

One child had 504 plan that was disregarded - feels her daughter fell through the cracks.

  

Disagree with some of the policies - thinks hurt our kids

   

Testing scores decreased

   

No text book in science - no reading assignments 

55,000 students left public school for private or home schooling over the last 2 years - why 

has the district not reached out to see why, 

 

Families feel ostracized

Community 

Member

4

Do not have kids - lives in district - having bilingual education is great but students need to 

know english. 

The promise does not emphasize academics enough.

With academics low- how are the students prepared for the future?

Community 

Member

4

Student at Bow Lake, asked to volunteer - had to fill out forms 

Must be vaccinated to volunteer, why can’t people who are not vaccinated volunteer?

Family 

Member

4

When filling out a form for each of my students, feel like it is for a medical provider - and have 

to do the same thing for every child. 

Forms ask for information that the school does not need; medical information -too invasive

Forms are too extensive

Must fill out forms for each student (same info )

Not informed enough during COVID 

   

Need good planning for kids to be prepared

Family 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

4

Written:

With the focus of our schools on diversity, inclusion equity and race relations & gender 

dysphorias, why are we modernizing or upgrading our schools? 

In order for our children to be competitive in any work market we need to educate them on the 

basics. For me that’s reading, writing, and arithmetic - whether we do it on paper or on iPad, 

computer or phone!

I’m so disheartened with the way our education system as a whole from K-university. If our 

children which you say you care about don’t have a firm educational foundation- throwing 

money at a situation like homelessness is futile. Save the bond money for tents, because 

that’s where we’re headed. 

When children in Europe reach 8th grade they make a decision if they want to be taught a skill 

(electrician, plumber, carpenter, etc) or if they want to work towards a college education! Most 

kids don’t need to go to college, it’s a waste of their time & parents money! Consider this - can 

be life changing for many.

Unknown

4

Written: 

Q1. It has been true for motivated students and for students who establish trust with staff in 

schools. It is true for students who connect with the many staff who volunteer many extra 

hours to support their students. 

Q2:We need more people working directly with students. We need to improve student and 

staff agency. When we can do this, the goal area within our strategic plan of school culture will 

automatically improve. Listen to instructional staff and provide the tools we need to do our 

jobs. Our standards based gradebook is an inadequate tool to use for implementing SBG. 

COVID - Parent offered comments about her concerns around COVID. Very true that we will 

be struggling with this for many years. Maturity of students is of concern and we don’t have 

more staff to directly help with that.

Staff

4

Written: Q1. I feel that staff have truly taken to heart, knowing every student by name, 

strength,and need. I think leadership in the district all have the same goals around school 

culture, biliteracy and bilingualism, digital citizenship, etc. 

Q2: I am currently in a DL Elementary and intentionally chose a DL school because I want my 

children to have that experience. While I am happy and proud that our district provides this 

experience, we need to do better. We need to do DL better, our schools are not truly 50% in 

English and 50% in another language (Spanish, Vietnamese, etc). The DL schools are not set 

up for a successful DL experience. It is a sentiment shared with my colleagues in DL schools.

Staff/

Community 

Member

4

Written 

Q1: At Consejo we’ve worked with many counselors who care a lot about their students. 

Having Sophie Dehaan has been really transformational and should be a permanent position. 

Q2: I think being seen and known enough to be directed towards the help kids need is 

essential. Ideally all schools would have onsite counseling or really strong participation with 

external agencies. This has gotten better, but there's room for growth.

Community 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

4

Written

Q1: It’s nice & a good step in the right direction, but misses the mark. 

Q2: Don't make while students feel less-than, or to blame or to feel they aren’t deserving of 

equal opportunities. 

Concerns for: 

Decreased testing and overall poor educational retention (state and district)

Too much emphasis on equity, gender theory, sexual expression, CRT, social trends, etc. 

District policies that cut parents out and leave in the dark

Information on sex-ed, gender theory, racial justice should be an option, afterschool option.

Lack of special ed, 504 plan poorly implemented

Lack of actual textbooks, reading low-bar expectations

55,000 students left public schools for private and home instruction - what does that say to 

you? What changes are you trying to make to help All students succeed?

Family 

Member of a 

Student

4 Written Q1: False - district failing students academically

Q2: Deracinate all instruction on Race and Identity and SEL. These DO NOT help.

Family 

Member of a 

student

4

Written Q1: The Promise does not seem to address academics. Graduation rates are 82%, 

but only one in three meeting English standards; one in five - math standards; one in four - 

science. How does this prepare them for the future they choose? Bilingual is noble and valued 

but English is really important in an English speaking country. 

Q2: Improve the academic results for all the kids. Stop dividing them with anti-racist, social-

emotional learning focus. Stop teaching them gender identity in elementary.

Community 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

4

Written Q1: My 3 children have really benefited from several things associated with the 

promise: 

My oldest needed an alternate pathway & PSSC was the only thing that kept him engaged in 

school.

My youngest has benefited a great deal from her school counselor and all of the SEL learning 

she’s done over the years. And my middle child has really been known and support through 

his advisory class MS teachers like Mr. B we also love IRI and want to see more of it each 

year. 

Q2: We felt like we hit the lottery when we got Mr. B for a teacher for my black child. We can't 

tell you how that has transformed his feelings about school. I don’t want it to be such a rarity 

for black kids. I hope HPS can continue to hire more staff who reflect the student body. I also 

believe more SEL and mental healths are needed in our secondary schools. Advisory 

experience are very hit or miss. More consistency is needed in advisory since that is the key 

venue for SEL and community building for our older kids. It is also important for me to share 

that my oldest did not have success at Mount Rainier and transferred out of the district to 

graduate. I am very concerned about the learnerships at that school.

Staff/Family 

Member

4

Written Q1: Having alternative learning opportunities such as Big Picture and CHOICE 

schools support a wider range of specific needs. 

Q2: One assessment test on one afternoon is an incomplete and inaccurate measure of 

students' needs. My son was identified as a highly capable student by his elementary teacher 

but was only tested once and scored too low to qualify. He was not given the proper 

assessment he deserved.

Family 

Member

4

Written

Q1: I honestly don't know if this is true, we moved from NYC a year ago and from before I did 

everything so that my children did not miss classes, but to my surprise it was hard for me to 

have my second child start school, we waited almost three months. As for my oldest boy they 

beat him at school, and I would complain, but did not get an answer.

Q2:Occasionally children are very cruel, as far as I am concerned, my two children always 

spend time complaining about bullying, and I don't know if you could focus on that.

Besides, there are quite a few rumors that in schools it is very easy for them to obtain drugs, 

hopefully the young people do not have easy access to substances that are harmful to them.

Family 

Member

4

Written

Q1: It's my first meeting, so I don't have much information to comment on. But as far as my 

son is concerned, I am very happy because when it comes to his learning, he is taking 

advantage of it. I can tell because of his evaluation

Q2:I think the way it is being done is very good because my son is getting good grades. So, I 

think everything is going well. Thank you

Family 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

4

Written

Q1: We are new in this district and so far, we started well we only hope that the teachers help 

my daughters to be successful, but I do care a lot about the safety of my children in school 

and not only my children but all the children

Q2: Some idea is to instill more values in children so that bullying does not exist as often. I 

have always heard of this in schools.

Family 

Member

4

Written

Q1: It is very good almost all the teachers know my student by first or last name and when I 

ask in the office, they recognize her by her last name for me it is very good, and they give her 

help when she needs it.

Q2: Help the student when he does not understand something because sometimes the 

language makes it difficult for them to understand and try to understand them so that they are 

successful in all their classes. It's my first time here at Highline and I feel good, I don't know 

what more help you can give my student, the only thing I need now is help in Spanish with my 

child.

Family 

Member

4

Written

Q1: Very good, although some teachers still do not know me well, but they say that they will 

know us all maybe not now, but it is because we have barely been a month since we restarted 

classes, but the truth is that the promise has been true.

Q2: What the teachers can do is help us when we don't understand, for example, Hispanics 

like me. I know that we don't understand English very well, but the teachers don't have 

patience so that we can be successful. Thank you.

Student

4

Written

Q1: Personally, my son says that he feels very good when his teacher asks him how he is 

doing and says how I can help you. I think it is very good that they are asked how they feel. 

Sometimes they need someone to talk to, besides us parents.

Family 

Member

2
Get to know students and family culture - not just their name but how they learn.

Family 

Member

2

Rate the schools so we can know what school is the best so we can upgrade the other 

schools so they are on the same level.

More communication from teachers and more support for our children.

Family 

Member

2

Core function of school is academic excellence - nothing in promise about academic 

achievement. 

Appreciate listening tour, appreciate your courage to ask these questions. 

Do not agree that focus groups should be student focused, not parent focused. Parents are 

the customer, we are giving you our kids and the outcome is meant to be a good quality 

education. Focus should be on parents, as taxpayers. 

Bond - what has been the academic increase to the students at HHS? Highline HS is a 

beautiful project, a wonderful project but has it actually increased academic outcomes. Would 

like to see a measure on that.

Community 

Member

2

Promise true for students - love the engagement that happens at school, awesome teachers. 

Love the open district policy, and can walk into the district office to find solutions. Parents are 

part of the equation,it is a relationship, it is teamwork, kids are the focus but parents can 

support. Older kids can take on responsibility themselves.

Family 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

2

Thank you for visiting Hazel Valley, my daughter was part of the focus group when you visited 

but did not get to share her talking points, want to share on her behalf. The staff does an 

amazing job of knowing students by their name, strength and needs. Teachers and staff are 

exceptional, commitment to students is unwavering. They go above and beyond for the kids. 

Mr. Ahmin, one of the facilities workers, does a fantastic job. He is overworked. How can we 

support an environment where the buildings are kept up. 

Daughter would like outside lunch. Not enough para educators, they are not paid enough, they 

cannot work full time. They don’t get paid to get training. Hazel Valley does really well on 

social emotional learning. Important especially in lower grades. Invest in more teachers, lower 

class sizes, particularly for dual language.

Family 

Member

2

Kids are seen uniquely at McMicken, her son with disabilities is seen as an equal community 

participant, just like his brothers. Her son has access to the school and can get around on his 

own. He feels valued at school. 

Q2 - schools doing good work around inclusive education. Please include special education 

students in your focus groups, ask the students who cannot speak on their own. Para 

educators are not paid enough.

Family 

Member

2

Son at PSSC, figured out that he can work with his hands. He has some disabilities, the 

school has given him confidence. She is a staff and feels staff needs more support, higher 

wages. School is understaffed, job is rewarding when we see students succeed.

Family 

Member

2
From Federal Way SD, son goes to PSSC. PSSC is beneficial for him. Only struggle is the 

bus system. He misses classes that he has to leave early. He now drives but gas is 

expensive. She wants him to be able to continue, please consider out of district students.

Family 

Member

2

District does many things well, diverse programs. Concerned that the district is going the 

wrong direction in regard to high academic achievement. A Seattle Times article, standardized 

test scores, showed 4 out 5 students not meeting standards in math, after 2 years of 

pandemic students are way behind. 

Is the district demonstrating sufficient urgency at getting kids caught up.

Family 

Member

2
Feel the promise has been true to for my students

How is the promise being held true for our staff to support our students?

Family 

Member

2

Have a student at Hazel Valley, former employee, secondary teacher. Experience at Hazel 

Valley has been great, especially with dual language program. Daughter wants to speak more 

Spanish at home. Frustration around large class sizes, K @ 26. Concerns shared at district 

level, felt like given run around, ignored, felt like they did not matter. Did not feel numbers 

were equitable (or equal). Were told they could not see numbers, filed a public records 

request; took too long to get numbers. Not everything they asked for - lack of transparency 

from district disheartening. Felt she was not supposed to support their students. Are FTEs 

equitable, what can we do to be more equitable in schools.

Family 

Member

2
Security for elementary schools is not the same level as middle school or high school. Need 

better security.

Family 

Member

2

Written Q1: Great programs for students who don’t plan to go to college. My son chose 

fire/EMT program and we are from Federal Way SD

Q2: My son has to leave his class early to get to PSSC so he missed over half his class in 

order to get here on time. 

Also need the counselors to be trained on paperwork for PSSC.

Family 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

2

Written Q1: As a staff member, I know I strive every day to know each and every student I 

serve by name, strength and need - but knowing doesn’t feel like enough - it’s action that we 

need. Beyond knowing - what we do with that knowledge is what really matters. 

Name, Strength & need = Builds community, welcoming feeling, social emotional safety. As a 

principal - hard to meet this goal when it is a staff need as well. 

Q2: There are so many priorities that it sometimes starts to feel overwhelming, where to 

begin. I can try to prioritize needs but that will ultimately leave some out. With a diverse 

community comes a very wide range of needs and HOPES that aren’t necessarily aligned by 

neighborhood, so schools are left to choose which ultimately makes us feel unable to meet the 

needs of all. 

When we talk about the needs of our district - sometimes it still seems we might be missing 

the most important voices - the ones that don’t show up for things like this event. Their needs 

and strengths never get a voice - how do we build the trust in our community in a way that 

allows them to feel that we will act upon their hopes and dreams for their children.

Resources from school to school sometimes feel inconsistent. As a principal, I want my school 

to have the same support as every school - or if I don't, then I should have the ability to make 

choices for my school that match the unique situations I have in my community. 

How do we educate our community on what students need to succeed? How do we show and 

elevate the importance of their role in their child’s education? Do we placate them with 

community feel at the loss of them really understanding the severe academic gaps that their 

students have? The phrase tonight was URGENCY -but do parents feel it like we (staff) do? 

How do we share our progress but also our own weaknesses/ areas that need improvement? 

Do we really level with our community about the real truths or do we just share what looks 

good and feels good. It’s time we really share our Strengths and Needs with our community. 

That will create urgency. 

I can’t deny how much impact class size has at our earliest grades - strong start makes a 

Saff

2

Written Q1: 

Q2: Really get to know the student and their family culture. Not just know their name but gbo 

deeper (how they learn, etc). Respect their culture.

Community 

Member

2

Written Q1: Through the many community partnerships - enhances student perception - “I am 

important”

Q2: Keep eyes open for every chance to build connections with students.

Staff

2

Written Q1: Getting a high percentage of student ASE automotive certified in the industry at 

the end of one year. District paid the $45 fee for each student to take the adult industry 

proctored test on campus 2x in one year. 

Q2: Get a person to act as a secretary for a small group of instructors. To help them navigate 

some or all the work teachers are required to do but is not related to the field they teach. You 

know, about 30% of all teachers daily work.

Staff/PSSC

2
Written

Q1: My child is in K, so far school knows him and his strengths. 

Q2: More communication in Spanish to be able to communicate with the teacher more often.

Family 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

2

Written Q1: My students are at McMicken ES and they are each individually valued and seen 

as part of the community. My child with an intellectual and developmental disability is an equal 

part of the community. I have appreciated that the leadership makes a commitment to visit 

schools and hear from students. I think we show students they are the priority. 

Q2: Students with special education services are being excluded and rarely considered within 

community groups. Make it a priority to listen from students with disabilities, special education 

service, and do not be afraid to reach out and hear from students who have a hard time 

communicating. I would love to see our district stand out for inclusive education in our state. 

Equitable education and paraeducators need more training in special education . Opportunity 

for all students.

Family 

Member

2

Written Q1: Dual Language is an amazing opportunity. 

Last year my daughter’s K class at HV had 26 students, more than contractual “soft cap” the 

entire year. When we raised our concerns with the district to work with them and come up with 

creative solutions, we were ignored, brushed off and/or given the runaround. FTEs aren’t fair, 

DL is not valued. The teachers are phenomenal and the teacher, students and parents 

deserve better. Lack of transparency and data withheld by ERAC. 

Q2: Dual Language (at least Hazel Valley) needs more resources and equal (or less than 

equal as we’ve experienced ) is not equitable. 

Boundary lines drawn for 2019-20 were inequitable. Students should not stay in from recess. 

Teachers need more support so recess (their contractual break) is not the only time to work 

with students on behavior issues. 

Why do the rich schools always get built first? 

Pacific is the first middle school Mt. Rainier (3rd runway), then Highline before Evergreen and 

Tyee.

How do you decide what schools are built first for bond measures?

All schools should be as good as the best school.

Staff/Family 

Member

2

Written Q1: Hazel Valley staff/teachers are amazing. SEL goals, envir, supports/para staff, Mr. 

Amin, the sole janitor. 

What’s the strategic plan for investing in Title I schools?

How are you going to make the promise true for Hazel Valley, one of the schools you’ve 

visited twice. 

Q2: Put equity in action. Invest in dual-language programs and properly support the kids who 

qualify for the benefits form Title I. 

More people to help Mr. Amin (janitor staff) more people to have outside lunch. Paras but 

need to pay more to recruit and train.

Family 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

2

Q1: For me it was very important that the staff members of the school had the interest to meet 

my daughter and know what she wants for the future.

Q2: For me it is very important that everything they want, make it possible for them to make it 

happened, so that everything or objective they want to do is fulfilled, and that there is no 

gender distinction, my daughter has had an excellent teacher. for me it is a pleasure to know 

that the teachers are very attentive with our children and give their all.

Family 

Member

2

Q1: We need more. For example, in our primary schools, do some activities to find out how 

and what is missing in each of our schools.

Q2: More support because of COVID 19 our students are stuck. Another point would be to let 

our teachers share their ideas and coexist with the students

Family 

Member

3

2 students

Son loves his school, daughter is not doing so well. Were told services are not available to 

help her reach her potential. How are we doing with recruiting staff and giving all kids 

opportunities.

Family 

Member

3

No teacher for son with IEP, has a substitute teacher; there will be no teacher for 2 more 

weeks. Not comfortable that he is going to be learning without a permanent teacher. Aging 

schools are depressing. Her son feels lost when doing his homework. She has not met 

teacher yet or had an IEP meeting. The year is not going well.

Family 

Member

3

Too much violence in schools. Need district to help with lower speeding by schools, kids are 

outside. More security in our schools. Schools are not secure. Thank you very much for 

having school. My daughter is doing well.

Family 

Member

3
Drugs and Alcohol is a huge problem; there was an incident at a football game. Access for 

kids to be able to follow their goals. Would like help from schools.

Family 

Member

3

Written Q1: Teachers take the time to not only make sure students are learning but are 

comfortable and understanding and provided with role models to help mold their futures.

Q2: Make sure they do everything in their power to provide students with an environment that 

is comfortable and safe to help them feel uplifted and spirited because bad facilities not only 

make students want to leave and not care but teachers as well and that can bring school 

morale down even more.

Community 

Member

3

Written Q1: Hard to know. We’re in the dark on data on how many go to college, the true grad 

rate that includes open door re-engagement, the entire communication seems designed to 

hide what's the real situation. 

Q2: Students who are capable of accelerated learning should have those opportunities. They 

should not be used, they should not have to repeat material has happened with 4th grade Hi-

Cap a few years ago. There should be honors classes in all grades, not just phony “earned 

honors”. 

Students who want a full year of music in 6th, 7th and 8th should be able to do this , not ½ 

year. 

If students already have a 2nd language at home.why force them to take a full year of another 

language (eg Spanish or vietnamese).

Community 

Member
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

3

Written Q1: My understanding is that the achievement gap between blacks and whites has 

been getting smaller. Because I'm a sub, I see how many different teachers make class 

meeting rituals,to help students bond. The more they feel accepted and respected, the more 

they will learn. 

Q2: Continue supporting and improving SPED systems. I know teachers who wanted to come 

tonight but were “swamped with work” and couldn’t get away. When I retired from full time 

teaching nine years ago I was working 50-60 hours a week. Teachers are still working these 

hours.

Staff

3
Q1: none

Q2:Regarding the use of marijuana and alcohol, more protection for our children

Family 

Member

3

Q1: none

Q2: Motivate our children

And teach them how to be successful that to study is to succeed

Family 

Member

1

Written Q1: 

Q2: Need trade vocational training for those who want it. Electrical, plumbing, construction, 

auto-shop, etc. Loved hearing about elevator repairing aspirations. Students should not be 

expected to go to 2 years of college if they don’t want it.

Community

1

WrittenQ1: I love the dual language program. 

It is diversifying our staff and enriching our students. I’m so grateful that my child has this 

opportunity. 

Q2: I would like to see strong language and academic support for students in dual language 

especially in middle school. Our child really needs tutoring so she can keep up. As parents 

who don't speak Spanish it’s hard to help them keep up the academic demands given the 

language barriers. (my hubby feels frustrated that he can't help her and is starting to lose 

enthusiasm for the dual language program).

Family 

Member

1

Written Q1: 

Q2: IEP students keep support in place necessary for students to succeed. It seems these 

students are being passed prematurely into gen. Ed. classes. 

STEM within schools. 

Inclusion and support for parents with IEP students.

Student/Famil

y Member

1

Written Q1: That we have dedicated long-term/systemic effort towards this district plan; 

especially our commitment to be bilingual/biliterate education, diversifying our workforce to 

reflect our community, and intentionally focusing our curriculum and policies/practices over the 

long term for equity (ex: social justice standards guiding our essential standards, eliminating 

subjective and progressive discipline, SBG/SBI, SEL in all spaces, etc).

Q2: I would like to see more transparent and accessible progress monitoring for our strategic 

plan (ex: % of students graduating bilingual/biliterate, persisting in post-secondary, etc. ) so 

we can evaluate and revise our strategy and practice/policies.

Staff
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Dist.
Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

1

Written Q1: I think there are some spaces where students feel like their names are known and 

maybe even their needs. I think students need more support in naming their needs and having 

that be an important skill. 

Q2: Focusing more on the needs students have in the re-entry from quarantine. I think that 

students need wellness rooms and more intentional mental health and social emotional 

learning throughout the year. More BIPOC therapist, Wellness rooms, SEL

Community 

Member

1

Written Q1: I suggest analytical thinking is needed too. Reading - Writing scores gone down. 

The advanced learning classes are missing

Q2: More volunteers needed to go back to help kids in reading and math. One on one is very 

important. Lessen the screen time for students it is important for analytical learning to write 

things down it makes mind work. Teachers need to educate and not have the extra work of 

sex ed .

Family 

Member/Com

munity 

Member

1

Written Q1: The push for college for students that don’t meet the form and the expectation. 

English Language learners who have no english knowledge are placed in classes where staff 

ask them questions and they say they do not know english emotions are not the priority, teach 

based on facts audacity to instruct on emotion and not on mathematics gambling. 

Known by need? Excluding parents . My boys cannot stand that an hour or more talking about 

emotions, this is the parents job. Why Are we focusing on the emotional then letting our kids 

learn to logically work through their days rather than operating on feelings. 

Needs: math problems talking about gambeling and using jackpots is that a future we are 

endorsing for our kids? Two of my students have English language learners who know zero 

English. Students , how knowing students by need? 

How students contribute to the community PSAT, college, higher standards of the scores - 

education standards. 

Introduction of technical, not work assigned not need by promise for success nothing expected 

form students breeze through their daily assignments. 

Strength - not challenged breeze through it 

Parents not the priority

Tech sites not blocked.

Family 

Member

1

Written Q1: I don’t feel like these promises are true when my fellow peers at school are 

constantly being pressured by teachers to choose the future the teachers think is best, not the 

future the individual chooses. Individuals have the right to choose their future, not be 

pressured by teachers. Students know themselves best. I also know that one of my teachers 

has never said my name. He refers to me as “woman”, “lady”, “girl”, “Moroccan Queen”

Q2: More paper assignments. My brain can’t handle doing math problems on a computer. I 

need to do calculations on paper. At least make sure it is always optional.

Student
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Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

1

Written Q1: Not true at all

Q2: Remove distractions like overly specific and intrusive sex-ed (co-ed) classes. 

This (and other current focuses on divisive strategies) are masking as “helpful”, but they are 

only creating confusion and mental health issues at all ages. Also, are the teachers being 

turned into un-licensed counselors? Lots of emotional, personal discussions.

Community 

Member

1

Written Q1: Bilingual and biculturalism is encouraged 

Staff attempts to meet the needs of students but sometime comes short

Q2: We need more support for our behavioral health services - the current MOUs and referral 

pathways are not enough to meet the needs of all students. We know the district has many 

community partnerships but there are still many barriers related to tech access and many 

barriers to community referrals.

Community 

Member

1

Written Q1: Name - yes, my students’ names were/are known.

Strength - my sense is that my children’s strengths were known and tapped to help other 

students more so than developed. 

Need - needs were met/recognized more so in elementary. The Il’kesh intention in Spanish 

and English - in any language! Is a wonderful way to reset kids' social/emotional 

intentions/well-being. I have been consistently impressed by the diversity/inclusion at 

Evergreen and its outstanding teachers. Both of my kids have chosen to remain on campus 

instead of going to SSC to do Running Start because of their strong campus connections.

Q2: Sort out the lunch situation so that everyone can get lunch within the short lunch period. 

Punch up communication in the area to voters to ensure that the bond passes by reminding 

people that the bond won’t mean a tax increase as it’s replacing an expiring bond. People in 

the area who don’t have students here need to know there is no tax increase. 

Evergreen needs reliable information for students for PSAT.

Family 

Member

1

Q1: On the part of the school very good. I understand that it is difficult with adolescent 

students, but they are doing a very good job.

Q2: It is very important that language programs continue because bilingual people have more 

opportunities to excel. In addition to that, I think that making the students feel safe in the 

establishment. It is also important that phones are not allowed in the classroom.

Family 

Member

1

Q1: It has been very generous, it has helped the students, and the teachers are good 

teaching.

Q2: Ensure their learning, that students learn to associate and thus be successful

Student

1 Concern is the sex education that is now required of WA K-12- grades. Question for 

Superintendent is: In your opinion, what is ideal sex education for K in elementary schools?

Parent

1

Impressed at ES and HS level at dedication and kindness of teachers and staff, going above 

and beyond, helpful. Concern about education policies at school – no homework assigned; Ds 

and Fs aren’t given so it seems like a system designed to push kids through and they won’t 

have credits to graduate; There is a future center and that allows kids to leave school to get a 

food service permit. Need to have expectations of these kids, have great futures, and they 

need to be prepared for great futures.

Family 

member
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Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

1

Been to three different states to create environment that works for child. Special needs, 

neurodivergent. Chose to come and rent a home to go to Highline. Today he came home and 

he loves it at Highline, feels safe, looks forward to school, people have listened to him, for first 

time he feels like he might graduate and be something in this world. Wouldn’t want to be 

anywhere else. Continue to do what you are doing. Highline was the first time that asked him 

what he is interested in, how he feels, what he needs. He is learning, growing, and staying in 

school. Only problem is that he is not 16 yet, and so even though he is ready for CTE 

programs, he is not old enough.

Parent

1

Need for trade and vocational training for those that want it, those jobs are very demand; 

Wondering if children learn better in new schools, it would save tax payer money to remodel 

Evergreen.

Community 

member/retire

d teacher

1 Does district have table of what evergreen has now and would have in future?

1

Son graduated in second COVID year, no commencement, didn’t feel cared about, he was 

just a number; There are so many students post-covid struggling to feel inspired to learn, 

behind academically, need mentoring, some kids chose to not walk at commencement 

because they felt disconnected. Kids are still struggling; Other son started homeschooling 

because didn’t learn enough during Covid, parents asked they block youtube and other sites 

because students have too much access to these distracting sites.

parent/alum

1

Glad HS took away the cell phones from students this year; Thank district for welcoming son 

to district – he has an IEP, his instructor here and teacher staff have been working to get him 

situated, he is at PSSC – there are lots of programs there. Ask to make it more aware to 

students with disabilities but are capable, not sure everyone is aware it is available; What is 

the future of this district having a STEM program like Seattle’s? That would be a good addition 

to this district. For students with IEPs, it seems like more and more supports are being taking 

away from students with IEPs – need to be tested more before those are taken away; How do 

you help parents advocate for their children with IEPs?

Family 

Member

1

Kids in ES and they can’t stand that an hour is talking about emotions, feels very female 

focused; Disappointed by school district not being transparent about academic rates; Other 

student is not challenged and feels like she is not seen at all; Math problems coming home 

with gambling references – what are we teaching our children? Why not questions on things 

that are relevant for students to succeed in life?; Teacher previously wore mask and so never 

could see the teacher smile.

Parent

1

Likes the promise, every teacher and staff member knows my kid; had incident last year; 

parent wasn’t notified when their student was failing; why didn’t advisory teacher reach out to 

parent? Teacher and counselor telling parent that grade was going to change if turn work in, 

and then summer came, and then told that grade would change in September when student 

had turned work in already. (progress monitoring, how parents are informed around progress 

monitoring)

Parent/alumni

5

2 kids @ Mount Rainier HS

Q1- Appreciate that students can participate in the challenge program. Important for students 

to learn at the level they are at even if they are at grade level. MRHS made change to math 

program.. All kids must take Algebra 1 regardless of test scores,etc. Request - children be 

able to test for math classes at their level. Need better communication with parents when 

changes are made to the curriculum.

Family 

Member
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Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

5

Daughter at Mount Rainier HS is falling asleep in math. She is not challenged enough. 

Promise not true for student at CHOICE. Her daughter was attacked at school, parents filed a 

complaint with the police. Parent complained to the district, escalated to the ombudsman. Has 

learned that the school district does not consider a pencil as a weapon. District does not have 

a discipline task force, even though it is a state requirement. 

Daughter is suffering from trauma, and the principal is prohibiting the student from talking 

about the incident. 

Her child is not known by need.

Family 

Member

5

Son in K, 

Q2 - Supports career apprenticeships. District should look into direct path into trades, students 

can make good money. 

College is not for everyone - 

2nd amendment rights supporter, concerned with active shooter situations in schools. 

Make sure students are protected from active shooters.

Family 

Member

5

District needs to communicate fully and honestly with parents. 

Procedure 3211 Gender Inclusive Schools “school will consult with student about the student’s 

preference regarding family involvement and honor those preferences”. 

Schools should refrain from the use of gender pronouns. If students want to go by different 

pronouns they can without parent permission. 

Parents need to be informed, parents are responsible for the health, safety and well being of 

their student. Parents need to be included in these decisions.

Family 

Member

5

Has had a history of inequity in Seattle schools as a student. 

Son in ECAP at MRHS based on low income and special needs. Has received resources in 

HSD and been informed. Amazing service for her son. 

Q2 It should not matter about income or disability to receive resources for students, every 

student should have a stepping stone. Not all students receive 6 hours of ECAP. We need to 

spend more money on diversity and inclusion in preschool, so kids understand each other.

Family 

Member

5

Do teachers know students by community? Low income parents are working all the time so 

the school does not get to know them. . 

Is HSD arranging for kids to graduate. ELA writing is a big issue - after COVID kids are 

behind. School safety is an issue.

Family 

Member

5

MRHS graduate, 

Q1 - Promise is not true. Daughter feels; classes are disruptive, can't get learning done, 

bullied for how look,dress, sexuality (being straight). 

Students know how far they can push the limits, they are told to stop but do it again. Victims 

keep receiving. Last year a student left Sylvester, she took her life. She had issues at school.

Teachers do not have control, can't get to lessons because students are disruptive. Daughter 

spoke to the principal about having an anti-bullying campaign. Took 6 weeks for response. 

Principal said they would do a campaign in October for anti-bullying month - nothing has been 

done. 

No consequences for students who are bullying, causing injury. Bad kids are winning.

Family 

Member

5

Kindergartener

Loves her school and teachers

Goes to school to learn

She is working harder and harder so she can learn

Loves her teachers for helping her learn.

Family 

Member
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Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

5

Written Q1: The promise is true for me. I think that the schools need more security for 

students and their teachers.

Q2: Support this goal. And with everyone's effort and work, is carried out and also parents 

should be more responsible in the students’ things and be more involved in school projects 

and this way be more united and thus there will be more hands that support this promise. I 

would also like all the children to be more motivated and loved so that they do not suffer and 

are not hurt at school by other children.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: My daughter only studied for one year, but everything is fine I have nothing to say 

it is a good school only the teachers need to teach more to the children.

Q2: I think they should leave more homework so that they learn well. My daughter has not 

learned anything during the school year.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: For me the promise has been true, and I want to kindly ask that please we need 

more security in the schools if you could put a weapon detector at the main entrances of the 

school.

Q2:Please, we want in some way that Dr. Duran can help us so that the children do not suffer 

from bullying in schools I would like teachers to have the right to say or call attention to 

children who do the bullying, I would like to stop these thanks for your attention.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: In many aspects, the promise is very good. My son has been treated well and is 

known but not supported as I think he needs it because he does not speak much English and 

that frustrates him, and I speak only 50% English and I can’t help him much.

Q2: My concern is that my son cannot go to university because we are trying to incorporate 

after COVID-19 and the economic situation is difficult to be able to bring my youngest son to 

university and thank you for your support.

Family 

Member
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Oral and Written Feedback

Relationship 

to District

5

Written Q1: For now, I have had little communication from the school, perhaps due to the 

pandemic and it has only been for general information. I would like them to have more 

frequent meetings to know the work that is being done as a school and in the classroom for 

each student.

I appreciate that during the pandemic they would continue to have classes online. THE 

TEACHERS DID THEIR BEST. ‘THANK YOU”

  Meet with parents at the beginning of the year.

follow up with (student-parent-teacher)

support students that have low academic level

 have support groups for their homework, create programs (music, sports) after school.

Create art programs that involve students-family-

keep families informed if there are serious safety concerns (there was talk of shooting 

intentions last year and the school did not officially report anything)

Q2: 

Give academic follow-up in each conference that there is.

Do a report, if possible, every month to support the students.

I would like the students to be safe or to feel safe since we hear a lot of incidents of students 

with drugs or on social media sending threats. Personally, I have not seen them in my son, but 

in the groups here in Des Moines and that is worrying for one as a parent.

Also, that they have teachers or people who help students with their behaviors since in my 

neighborhood there are students who commit vandalism and for them it is something normal, 

but they do cause problems to third parties, most parents do not know or do not want to 

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: It has not been true for my student! The district does not recognize my child's 

need. She was assaulted by a boy on school campus during school hours and the boy is still 

in the classroom causing fear and anxiety in my daughter

Q2: The district needs to create a discipline task force and review disciplinary policies by 

school within the district.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: My 3rd grade student can not read! It’s wonderful that you want to have our 

students learn a second language, but that should be secondary to teaching my student to 

read adequately in English, our native language. Without being able to read she will not 

succeed at anything!

Q2: Teach my third grader to READ. Never mind all the “extra agendas” “curriculum”!

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: This promise is not possible to achieve. The district needs to make parents the 

primary stakeholders in their children’s education. The district needs to focus on reading, 

writing, and math in order to set our children up for success. 

Q2: Parents are the primary stakeholders! Involve the parents, they know their children best. 

Stop pushing the equity, not all students are the same. You are punishing the high achievers 

by removing the advanced classes. You are punishing the good children who behave and 

want to learn because of the bad. It is your job to educate, focus on the core subjects, let the 

parents manage the social issues.

Family 

Member
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Relationship 

to District

5

Written Q1: This promise is unrealistic. I don’t see anything about parent involvement, 

structure, etc. Just feel good information. Truly, schools should be serious about the 

educational outcome because that will deliver confidence. It sets an unrealistic outcome to 

offer a promise, which is short lived and ambiguous. 

Q2: Involve parents! Set expectations. Bring back humility. Encourage parents to tutor, to 

help.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: We haven't had a chance to experience because I had to pull my students out of 

Marvista. I didn’t like all the focus on race and was concerned about the upcoming sex ed in 

middle school. The school says race doesn’t matter but then was teaching my kids about why 

black people had (or don’t have) “thicker lips than white people”. What in the world is that!! 

Why point something like that out? Also, the 4th grade teacher was actually teaching from a 

book called “Woke”??? I mean really???

Q2: Stop with the pro-noun nonsense and teaching the kids all these words like “non-binary” 

“pansexual”, etc. I had to look those words up! Maybe my children are offended to have to call 

someone pronouns that those kids are not. For example, “they/them”. . No one can be plural!!!

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: We have worked tirelessly since SY 2012-13 to improve our entire system and 

enhance our student’s feeling of support and purpose and huge strides have been made 

among schools especially around Dual Language. Supports as well as enhancements to 

curriculum and instruction and centering on our most marginalized students. 

Q2: Staff and teachers across schools still don’t have all the tools and support they need to 

provide truly personalized differentiated meaningful instruction to all students and those 

students most historically and particularly harmed by our public K-12 systems, especially our 

black and American Indian/Native American learners & learners who qualify for Inclusive 

Education.

Staff

5

Written Q1: I have parented 4 students through HSD & have deeply appreciated the 

opportunity for options; from Aviation & PSSC to Running Start, my children were able to 

discover ways to thrive. 

Q2: Support environments that are nurturing for kids who want to learn - dont’ force disruptive 

students to stay in class. Continue to invest in alternative educational environments for kids 

who don’t thrive in traditional academia such as: Running Start for trades and PSSC

Community 

Member

5

Written Q1: Most teachers work to know the students and work to engage them and us 

families. The free lunches were a great support this year and last year. There needs to be 

more cultural options like SPS. 

Q2: There needs to be more racial diversity in the staff/teachers at the schools. The students 

are diverse but the teachers are not. This has caused a lack of cultural competence and my 

child has been discriminated against too. The process for the gifted program is not clear and 

seems to be based on teacher preference, not data or testing. Are we paying teachers well so 

there is retention of quality teachers? We don’t want a walk out/protest/union bargaining 

issues.

Family 

Member
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5

Written:

People talking in line

People not being focused

People saying, “Your mom”

Buses being late

Having to miss recess because of others. 

People being selfish by only caring about themselves

People making us stop because people want to talk instead of learning and stopping us from 

doing stuff like art, science, field trips and making music. 

Thank you to Highline Public Schools for making our community safe.

Student

5

Written 

Swings on the playground

2nd and up grades playing kickball

Band for 4th and 5th; I want to play band. I’m in 4th

Buses stop being late

Language learning for classes

No, like people deciding whether you’re cool/popular or lame/nerds (nerds don’t exist)

Schools to be a little safer

Taking time to do stuff like science, social studies, geography, ornithology (study of birds), 

learning about animals, and art

Thanks for being great!

Student

5

Written Q1: It hasn’t been true, nothing in my school can meet this promise anywhere in my 

classes. 

Q2: Classes are disruptive and we couldn’t get learning done. Students around school and in 

my classes judge and bully me for how I look and dress, and what my sexuality. They shame 

me for those things and try to use that to their advantage. This is one of the reasons why I feel 

very unsafe in that school. Teachers cannot control their classes and students take this as an 

advantage, while most students or myself are having a hard time trying to learn or even 

understand the lessons.

Student
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5

Written Q1: There is an awareness of trying to know students by name, strength and need. At 

the high school level, counselors work diligently to form relationships and encourage them. 

The registrar's office is understaffed and MRHS. She has the work of 1900 students and gets 

paid the same wage as a registrar of 600 students and they do not do transcript work - How is 

this equitable? 

Q2: Consequences that mean something in discipline. At the high school level SEL is not 

working.The parents voiced their concern about this is right. It is really severe at Mt. Rainier. I 

work here and know it is TRUE. SEL stands for Social Emotional Learning.

Staff

5

Written Q1: 

Q2: How has Mount Rainier High School helps students home work. How has school to make 

chil. Graduate next school year. School sends me message after my children in attend at 

school.

5

Written Q1: My concern is about the lack of discipline where it is truly needed. Lumping all of 

the kids together when giving out consequences, give it to those that deserve the 

consequence, instead of everyone! Schools need to bring back old school ways of making 

these kids listen, learn, respect and focus on school. We have lost sight of what should be 

taught in school, and rather focus more on raising these kids which should be taught at home. 

Q2: Every student should be allowed to come to school, learn, and be challenged. They 

should not be told they may not use the restrooms once in class. If there is an issue with 

“some ''kids abusing restrooms and what they do in there, then those kids should have the 

consequences not all of the kids. It is illegal to keep children from natural bodily functions as 

they come up. Especially the girls!!

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: I have appreciated the opportunity for my children to participate in programs like 

the challenge program and the IB program. Opportunities for students at or above grade level 

are very important. Please do not remove these classes. Thank you. AP Calculus is an 

important class for college bound students. Please offer it. 

Q2: I would like to see better opportunities for advanced math classes. 

I would very much like to see students tested before they are forced to repeat Algebra I. Some 

students need remedial instruction, others do not. Students should have an opportunity to take 

a placement test. Thank you.

Family 

Member

5
Written Q1: The connection with teacher to students. 

Q2: Summer classes. Continium with the bilingual teaching. Safety.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: My children (3@ Midway) are known because we have fiercely advocated for each 

of their needs. Our teachers are amazing and know my kids well. 

Q2: My children need to feel safe at school. Their teachers are limited in ability to remove 

students that are violent or massively disruptive. The high cap program needs to be 

expanded. It is not ok that so few students from a Title 1 school (Midway) are tested for our 

district programs.

Family 

Member

5

Written Q1: 

Q2: The district needs to communicate fully and honestly with parents, especially regarding 

changes in gender identity.

Community 

Member

5

Written Q1: 

Q2:

Reorganize math program so students are able to reach/take calculus

Aviation should be essay/interview admissions instead of lottery

Improve discipline methods

Family 

Member
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5 Written Q1: I am not sure yet, we are new to the school but I hope you will do all the best. 

Q2: Safety and quality and standard learning.

Family 

Member

Email Note: 

Hi, I read a report that at the listening session on Tuesday Nov 1 at Mt Rainier HS, a person in 

the audience asked about honors level or more challenge.

 This email is background, no specific action items, and should be included in listening session 

summaries.

 A lot of people have been asking for honors level work for many years. There are not so 

many these days, because they’ve exited to private schools, moved to other districts (I know 

people who moved to Sumner, Bellevue, Puyallup, Tahoma, Mercer Island and more), or do 

not move here in the first place. Recently a friend of a friend asked about honors classes and 

opportunities in Highline. It took several weeks to get an answer, the information was not 

readily available on the web pages for each high school. But the answer was we don’t have 

any. This family is no longer considering Highline.

 Highline has wonderful rhetoric about name, strength, need. But the reality is many 

employees treat accelerated learners, kids who want honors courses, or more challenge with 

disdain. This is not new. Many years ago, when I was working on bond and levy campaigns, a 

person who worked at ERAC mentioned in passing “Stuart, there are a lot of people here who 

hate honors, they hate highly capable programs.” I was very surprised! How could people 

working in education hate the people they are trying to serve?

 But as the years went on, I definitely saw what she meant. I don’t think “hate” in the sense of 

wanting to destroy someone really applies, but hate in the sense of condescension, 

indifference, loathing …. I think those words do apply.

 The tragedy is: the students most impacted by this attitude, and by the very poor 

implementation of services for highly capable students, are the students from under 

represented backgrounds in higher education. We’re currently seeing a case at the Supreme 

Court about affirmative action. Part of the reason the colleges feel they have to stretch and 

consider race is because of districts like Highline, where students who want to work harder are 

forced to overcome the school district, not supported by it. Parents need to do a lot of extra 

work and /or spend a lot of money on outside academics.

 There have been several “honors for all” program efforts over the past 8 years. None have 

succeeded in offering students anything close to what students have in high achieving 

Parent
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